PureStation™ Four Tier Transport Cart
Optimal space usage, transport and staging capacity for tight processing departments
This fully mobile transport and staging cart easily accommodates up to four PureStation Sink
Inserts. It’s ideal for tight reprocessing departments that need to optimize vertical storage and
create a pre-cleaning staging area for multiple scopes.

Create compact, efficient staging and increased capacity
If your department handles a high volume of procedures and
scopes, but the reprocessing room has no space to grow,
the Four Tier Transport Cart is a practical vertical storage
solution. Trays slide easily in and out of the tracks,
allowing simple placement and removal. Each sink insert can
be fitted with a FlexiPump Independent Flushing System
so it’s ready for immediate connection and flushing in
the sink or on the countertop.

Greatly reduce risk of scope damage and potential
cross-contamination

Once the soiled scope is placed in a sink insert, it will not need to
be handled again until pre-cleaning is done. The soiled scope
can be covered and slid into place on the Four Tier Transport
Cart until the processing sink is available. Then the entire
insert is removed from the cart without any handling of its soiled
contents, and placed into the sink for leak testing, precleaning, soaking and flushing.*

Achieve multiple functional purposes

The Four Tier stainless steel Transport Cart with lock and casters can be used to collect and
safely transport scopes from multiple rooms in a single trip,** or to stage multiple scopes waiting
to be cleaned. The top insert can also serve as an ideal additional pre-cleaning and flushing sink
during peak hours if needed. This cart also works well as an adjunct to the PureSteel™
Healthcare Reprocessing Sink.

Standard with the Mobile-4 Staging Cart:
o Four (4) sink inserts
o Four (4) transparent lids

Optional accessories:
o Biohazard labels
o FlexiPump™ Independent Flushing System
o Protective Sink Liner
o Single mobile cart for additional transport
*Sink measurements should be taken to confirm fit.
**Scopes must be covered for transport.
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